Introduction
This document contains the release notes for RMU Version 3.1.2. Few new functions/information are provided in this release of RMU:-

1. Deleting Loan and consent charters

2. While transferring the devices, vintage information is shown on the screen

3. Changes in the ESB message Flow while commissioning the devices. (There is no effect on the functionality)

Deleting Loan and Consent charters [DER Details Screen]

RMU 3.1.2 will support the modification/deletion of student’s Consent as well as Loan charters. Once document is uploaded, new ‘Recycle Bin’ Icon will be shown next to the existing ‘Paper Clip’ icon. Please refer to an image

User can delete the uploaded charter by clicking the ‘Recycle Bin’ icon which is next to the ‘Paper Clip’ icon. After clicking the delete icon, System will confirm the action by showing the user friendly message to the user.
**Vintage Information:**

RMU3.1.2 will show the vintage Information on the device transfer screen as shown below.

![Image of vintage information screen]

**Changes to ESB Messages Workflow:**

In RMU3.1.2, there are some changes to the workflow of the ESB messages when device is commissioned. Please note, all current commissioning/recommissioning functionality remains unaffected because of this change.